I MOS F816 C o n t o u r Ta p e
Contour marking

Advantages:
Particularly easy to apply
Initial adherence still allows corrections
Remains watertight even if damaged
Exceptional long durability through acrylic upper layer
50 m rolls, 50.8 mm wide
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IMOS
F816 Contour Tape
IMOS contour tape comes in two designs. For rigid side
vehicles use rolls of continuous tape. On curtain side
vehicles and tarpaulins apply the segmental tape. Such
segmented tape is easy to process as segments are joined to each other through clear base material.
Please note the marking requirements set forth in
the UN/ECE regulations:
- The complete contour of the vehicle’s rear must be
provided with red or yellow marking.
- Side contours have to be white or yellow.
- Partial contour markings are also permitted if at least
80 % of the vehicle’s total length are marked.

Ordering numbers:

The IMOS F816 contour tape complies with the requirements set for the properties of reflecting contour markings in standard sheet ECE 104, Class C.

For rigid side vehicles:
white		
F816-50 W
yellow			
F816-50 Y
red
		
F816-50 R

Advantages of IMOS contour tapes:
The contour tape is applied quickly and without any cutting wastes. Its adhesive slowly bonds to the substrate,
thus allowing to modify the position of the reflecting tape
at the beginning of the work.
Our reflective sheeting is watertight and shows very high
reflectivity values. Neither water nor dirt can penetrate,
even if the tape is cut or damaged. The acrylic upper layer confers the tape exceptional long durability.

For curtain side vehicles:
white			
F816-80 W
yellow			
F816-80 Y
red			
F816-80 R
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The IMOS F816 contour tape is available in 50.8 mm
wide, 50 m long rolls.

50 m rolls, 50.8 mm wide

